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MAJORITY CHAIRWOMAN RAPP:  Good morning, 

ladies and gentlemen.  Good morning.  I am State 

Representative Kathy Rapp.  I'm the Majority Chair 

of the House Health Committee.  I'd like to welcome 

you today.  

We have a very busy schedule as far as 

testifiers, and this is really an informational 

hearing for the public as well as the members of 

the House committee.  And very quickly, we will 

have the members introduce themselves who are here, 

members of the House committee, and we will start 

with our Minority Chairman Dan Frankel.  

MINORITY CHAIRMAN FRANKEL:  Thank you, 

Representative Rapp.  

I'm Representative Dan Frankel from 

Allegheny County.  I'm pleased to be here.  I thank 

the Chair for having this hearing on an extremely 

important issue.  Certainly, something that we've 

been hearing a lot about in western Pennsylvania, 

and I know is an issue across the state.  I look 

forward to hearing the testimony.  

Are you going to have the Republican 

members introduce themselves or --  

MAJORITY CHAIRWOMAN RAPP:  We can go to 

your right there.  
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MINORITY CHAIRMAN FRANKEL:  Our 

Democratic members will introduce themselves.  

MAJORITY CHAIRWOMAN RAPP:  Quickly.  

REPRESENTATIVE INNAMORATO:  

Representative Sara Innamorato.  

REPRESENTATIVE SCHLOSSBERG:  Mike 

Schlossberg, Lehigh County.  

REPRESENTATIVE KINSEY:  Good morning.  

Stephen Kinsey, Philadelphia County.

REPRESENTATIVE GAINEY:  Good morning.  

Ed Gainey, City of Pittsburgh.

REPRESENTATIVE SCHEMEL:  Paul Schemel, 

Franklin County.

REPRESENTATIVE FIEDLER:  Elizabeth 

Fiedler, Philadelphia.  

REPRESENTATIVE KLUNK:  Kate Klunk, York 

County.  

REPRESENTATIVE HERSHEY:  John Hershey, 

Juniata, Mifflin and Franklin counties.  

REPRESENTATIVE BOROWICZ:  Stephanie 

Borowicz, Clinton and part of Centre County, the 

76th District.  

REPRESENTATIVE OWLETT:  Clint Owlett, 

over on this side, Tioga, Bradford and Potter 

County.  
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REPRESENTATIVE KAUFER:  Aaron Kaufer, 

Luzerne County.  

REPRESENTATIVE KNOWLES:  Jerry Knowles, 

the 124th District.  That would be portions of 

Schuylkill, Berks and Carbon counties.  

REPRESENTATIVE GAYDOS:  Valerie Gaydos, 

44th District, Pittsburgh airport area.  

MAJORITY CHAIRWOMAN RAPP:  Whitney, I 

will have the executive directors introduce 

themselves as well.  

MS. METZLER:  I am Whitney Metzler.  I 

am the Executive Director for the Majority party.  

MS. FRICKE:  Erika Fricke, the Executive 

Director for the minority party.  

MAJORITY CHAIRWOMAN RAPP:  

Representative Jim Cox just entered the room.  He 

is also a member of the Health Committee.  

Due to the schedule this morning, I will 

ask the first testifier to please come to the 

microphone.  I am going to ask that you try, if 

possible, to keep your testimony to 10 minutes due 

to the packed schedule that we have.  If we do have 

time after each testifier, we will allow for 

questions.  If not, we will move on.  And members 

can submit questions that maybe we can submit to 
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you for answers.  

I truly appreciate everybody who is here 

today to testify before the committee.  I know some 

of you traveled great distance.  So I truly 

appreciate your willingness to be here to inform 

us, members of the Health Committee, of what you're 

seeing in your professions as far as barriers to 

employment in the health care industry.  

So our first testifier is Helen Hawkey, 

who is the Executive Director of the Pennsylvania 

Coalition for Oral Health.  So, Helen, as soon as 

you're ready, please proceed.  

MS. HAWKEY:  Thank you very much.  

Everybody hear me okay?  

(No response).

MS. HAWKEY:  Okay.  Good morning, 

Chairman Rapp, Chairman Frankel, and members of the 

committee.  

As you mentioned, I am the Executive 

Director of the state oral health coalition.  I 

previously worked for 12 years in clinical dental 

practice as a dental hygienist; served as an active 

volunteer for eight years with the state dental 

hygiene association; worked in dental research at 

the University of Pittsburgh, and owned a small 
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consulting business where I provided continuing 

education to medical and dental providers, 

community groups, parents and child care workers.  

So, I have worked in the dental field for the last 

20 years in a variety of positions.  

There are common barriers to employment 

across many health care models.  High stress, 

minimal breaks, exposure to blood-borne pathogens, 

infectious diseases and all those fun things.  

    Today I'd like to tell you a little bit 

more about the specifics of working in the dental 

field and where those barriers are.  

So, I did give a very basic outline, and 

I wanted to be clear on the roles that are existing 

in Pennsylvania for dental providers.  We have, of 

course, specialists which would be the highest 

level of practice in dentistry.  You're talking 

with your pediatric dentist, your orthodontist; 

those with more than four years of postgraduate 

work.  

Our dentists, of course, are the post- 

graduate level employees that work directly with 

the patients.  

We have public health dental hygiene 

practitioners, which is a certification in our 
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state which allows dental hygienists to provide 

preventative services without supervision in public 

health settings.  

Registered dental hygienists, of course, 

work directly with a dentist under either general 

or direct supervision, and they do preventative 

services directly on the patient.  

Expanded functions dental assistants are 

EFDAs, and I'll say EFDA a lot, so I'm just getting 

that out there now, which is a position that assist 

the dentist in doing restorative work.  They do 

work directly on the patients as well, only under 

direct supervision.  

And then a dental assistant which is not 

a recognized certified position in Pennsylvania, 

but is the person who works alongside chair side 

with the dentist.  

So that's sort of just a little bit of 

the background there.  

When we look at the numbers where we are 

at in our state, we have over 10,000 licensed 

dentists.  At first glance, this appears to be 

plenty of dentists.  That would equal one dentist 

per 1250 people, which most dentists would tell you 

is a good, good ratio to have.  
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Dental Health Provider Shortage Area, 

DHPSA, under HRSA, would be considered a 5,000-to-1 

ratio.  So, ideally, with our 12.8 million 

population we should be okay.  

One of the problems that we have is 

that, when we remove those on the license list 

without an address in Pennsylvania, the list drops 

to about 8,000 immediately.  So, many of our 

providers maintain a license even though they're 

not practicing.  

When we look at the last licensing 

survey, the Pulse of the Dentist and Dental Hygiene 

Survey Workforce -- workforce survey, it tells us 

that only 79 percent of the dentists are actually 

providing direct patient care every day.  So, those 

numbers that started at 10,000 have quickly 

dwindled, and now we have a situation where we're 

lacking providers in areas.  

We also know that over the last 10 years 

the number of dentists who plan to work for more 

than another 10 years has decreased by almost 

10 percent.  So, our population of dentists are 

dwindling, and we're not keeping up with our 

graduation rates.  Thirty-five percent of the 

dental license survey respondents were age 60 and 
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older.  

So, when we take a look at the next 

practice model, the public health dental hygiene 

practitioners, that's a newer position first 

created and signed into law and started certifying 

individuals in 2010.  There are a lot of positions 

available for those that want to work in public 

health, but the barriers of starting a health care 

business for patients who are largely unable to pay 

is extremely burdensome.  

One of the ways that the department 

helped to fix that problem from human services was 

that they did allow, about a year and a half ago, 

for PHDHPs to be directly credentialed through 

managed care organizations.  At this point only a 

handful of those managed care organizations have 

sought to go forward with that process, so we still 

have a problem where we have providers wanting to 

provide care, but they can't do it.  There's no 

mechanism to pay them.  

With a regular registered dental 

hygienist, the numbers continue to grow pretty much 

right in alignment with the dentists.  The same 

Pulse report that I mentioned where we had 79 

percent of dentists providing direct patient care, 
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when we look at dental hygienists it's 97 percent 

of those 9,000 are providing direct patient care on 

a daily basis.  So we have a lot more hygienists 

providing direct patient care in the state, which 

means we have a lot more hygienists that need 

directly supervised, or generally supervised by a 

dentist to find an employer to do that with, which 

makes it very difficult.  

Our registered dental hygienists tend to 

work in rural areas more often than the dentists 

do, which again, it creates a barrier when seeking 

employment.  When you have to work for a dentist 

and there are no dentists in your area, you can't 

find a job.  

Then our EFDAs, the Expanded Functions 

Dental Assistants, they work really as a dentist 

extender.  Many times we hear that term when we 

talk about physician extenders.  Our EFDAs are able 

to place restorations once the dentist prepares the 

tooth, so that means that the dentist has more time 

to see other patients.  So we really want to be -- 

It's very under utilized in our state, and we need 

to start utilizing that position more.  

Talking about general barriers to 

employment, many people know that dentists have 
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historically practiced in a private practice, solo 

practice model; one dentist, one building.  They 

are the employer, the staff, the manager, they're 

everything.  Those private practice models are 

quickly becoming no longer viable.  Only 40 percent 

of dentists are still in solo practice.  Another 30 

percent of those are in a group practice, and the 

remainder are stepping towards situations where 

they become the employee like in a corporate dental 

model.  A lot of people are familiar with those 

types of pop-up offices that are becoming very 

popular in our communities.  

So, the draw being, the employee is what 

is bringing these dentists out of private practice 

and kind of pushing them towards that.  

Also, pretty well-known that dental 

staff do not have extensive benefit structures.  

This can be true for dentists as the employer as 

well.  And just speaking for my ownself, I'm 

telling a personal story.  When I had my oldest 

daughter, I was able to take six weeks out of 

maternity leave because it was completely unpaid.  

So, the most I could plan for and be off for was 

six weeks.  My employer was not able to 

pay any kind of benefit structure for that, because 
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a dentist cannot pay one employee to be on leave 

and another employee to fill in when they're 

relying solely on the money they're receiving from 

their patients.  So, it's a very difficult 

situation.  The dentists have a lot of overhead 

costs.  So paying those two staff members isn't 

really viable for them.  

Few dental staff working in solo 

practices have paid time off, health benefits, sick 

time, any time, lunch breaks, all of those kinds of 

similar things.  But for this, and a lot of other 

reasons, we're starting to see this shift towards 

corporate business models for dental offices.  

A lot of hygienists and EFDAs and other 

dental staff can be drawn to these models because 

what they're doing in that role is, they're working 

for an outside entity, and they're working with the 

dentist alongside them rather than for them, and it 

seems to work as a better model.  It shares the 

business management part and offers benefit 

packages, especially to dentists.  

The Pulse survey also showed us in 2015 

that almost 50 percent of dentists work less than 

30 hours a week.  So, the corporate models are very 

important because they're able to be flexible with 
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their schedules.  We do see that flexibility of 

schedule leading to major labor issues.  For dental 

hygienist anesthetists, the work schedule can be 

heavily disrupted by patient cancellations and 

changes that often occur last minute.  So, offices 

will choose to offer the waiting to engage lower 

pay rate.  So, if a patient cancels, they bump the 

staff down to a lower salary for the time while 

that patient has canceled, or they ask them to 

clock out completely when a patient doesn't show 

up.  

So, in some of our areas where staff are 

driving upwards to an hour to get to work for an 

8-hour day, they may only end up with a three- or 

four-hour day if patients cancel or the weather is 

bad.  So, for that reason it's not a real big draw 

to work in those areas and in that field.  

We also have a big issue that has come 

up in the dental field around a 1099 independent 

contractor issue so that hygienists, because 

they're working directly for dentists and being 

told what to do and using their equipment are not 

really ever considered independent contractors, but 

many dentists choose to pay them that way.  So when 

they bring in a temp, which happens quite often, 
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they want to give them a 1099 and not do their 

payroll taxes.  

So, for hygienist anesthetists it's a 

very difficult dilemma trying to decide if they're 

gonna take a job and, essentially, break the law in 

how they're working or just choose not to take that 

income.  And it's been a very big deal.  There's 

been a lot of contention lately between staff and 

employers.  

The frequent scheduling changes can also 

lead dentists to hiring multiple part-time 

employees.  So, we have a lot of situations where a 

dentist will employ two or three part-time 

hygienists rather than one full-time hygienist so 

that they can be more flexible with the schedules, 

but it also makes it very difficult for a hygienist 

to know how many hours and how to set pay schedule 

they're depending on.  

Dental education, of course, I'd be 

remiss if I didn't mention dental education is 

extremely cost prohibitive, particularly for 

dentists.  According to the ADA, the average dental 

student in 2017 graduated with $286,000 in student 

loan debt.  

Loan forgiveness programs have been hard 
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to maneuver for a lot of people, because it often 

requires the employment site to be approved ahead 

of time, and then it only reimburses $100,000 for 

two years of commitment.  

Recently, Representative Boback has 

sponsored legislation to increase the total amount 

of loan forgiveness to $200,000 for three years of 

commitment.  This would be a help in enticing 

dental providers to underserved areas.  But often, 

the promise of loan forgiveness isn't enough to 

convince somebody to practice in an area that 

doesn't have the best cultural events, school 

districts, opportunities for their spouse to find a 

job.  We have a major issue with that.  So, if 

anyone is interested in that, that's House Bill 

488, and it's sitting in the Education Committee 

right now.  

So, that is something we have to look 

at.  Currently, our loan forgiveness program is 

only -- only have seven dentists participating and 

one hygienist.  

Lastly, I did want to just mention 

supervision restrictions.  Because we have a 

situation where one physician has to rely on 

another as their employer and to be able to work, 
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RDH anesthetist must be supervised by the dentist 

in order to practice.  Most of the time it has to 

be direct supervision, which means the dentist is 

working alongside them.  

It makes it difficult when there aren't 

a large number of providers.  We have 10 counties 

in Pennsylvania with 10 or less dentists, so it's 

definitely is an issue.  One that we see, 

tele-dentistry, is a good option for and it has 

been starting to work successfully.  

Licensing specifics also vary from state 

to state.  Reciprocity between states is not always 

there.  So, for providers that live on the border, 

it makes it harder to find a position as well.  

I did just mention the school 

restrictions just because we do have issues with 

trying to get providers into schools.  And when 

we're looking at how we offer services and how we 

work, we know that schools are a great place to 

serve children for dental health care needs.  And 

right now, current DOH and Department of Ed 

regulations require that you must have a special 

education certificate to practice in a school, and 

the school must file for a dental hygiene services 

program.  
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So, in that, it makes it very difficult, 

in that, that educational certificate is no longer 

offered by any program in our state, and the 

emergency certification that you can apply for is a 

lengthy process.  

Schools are also not able to bill 

Medicaid directly for dental services in 

Pennsylvania, so that's another big issue getting 

those individuals employed in schools when they 

can't actually get any reimbursement for those 

services.  

So dental and medical exists in silos.  

We know that.  And what we would like to see is 

that, as we start to get our providers working more 

closely together across dental and medical fields, 

that we see some kind of collaboration between the 

two.  Dental offices are not as up to date on 

electronic health records as medical offices are, 

and they also tend to have more issues with 

provider competition.  So those are things that we 

watch.  

In summary, we just are here to say that 

Pennsylvania has a ton of unmet dental needs across 

a lot of segments in our population.  So, if we 

were actually using our full complement of dental 
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providers that are already licensed and certified 

in our state and using them to the fullest extent 

of their scope of practice, many of these needs 

could actually be met.  

We also have to address the idea that we 

have to increase the likelihood of dental providers 

willing to practice in underserved areas and for 

longer careers.  

So thank you very much.  

MAJORITY CHAIRWOMAN RAPP:  Thank you, 

Helen.  And I can share with you and the members of 

the public that oral health is definitely rising in 

this state as something that definitely needs to 

have a closer look in how we cover, especially our 

children across the state in dental health.  

Thank you for being here today.  Due to 

time constraints, we don't have time for questions.  

But members, if you do have any questions, please 

feel free to submit them to our executive directors 

and we will try to answer any questions that you 

have.  

Thank you, Helen.  

MS. HAWKEY:  Thank you.

MAJORITY CHAIRWOMAN RAPP:  I would like 

to remind folks, please turn off your cell phone 
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during the hearing.  

Our next presenter is Richard Allen, who 

is the CEO of Warren General Hospital which happens 

to be in Warren County.  And I truly appreciate the 

CEO of Warren General being here and giving us the 

perspectives of barriers to employment in rural 

areas.  

Rick, I know what a long travel it is; 

about almost 250 miles to be here.  I appreciate 

you taking the time to come here and share with us 

your testimony, so it was please proceed.  

MR. ALLEN:  Fantastic.  Thank you, 

Kathy.  My pleasure to be here, by the way, and no 

snow makes it an easy drive, so pretty simple.  

Well, good morning.  My name is Richard 

Allen.  I'm Chief Executive Officer at Warren 

General Hospital in Warren, Pennsylvania.  It truly 

is my honor, pleasure and privilege to testify 

before you this morning.  

By way of background, Warren General 

Hospital is an 85-bed independent nonprofit 

hospital serving Warren County in the surrounding 

regions.  Warren General Hospital was established 

and organized by the residents of Warren County 

nearly or over 100 years ago.  We're licensed by 
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the Pennsylvania Department of Health and organized 

under the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania as a 

501(c)(3) nonprofit organization.  

We're an independent hospital, although 

we are partnered with Pittsburgh and Erie-based 

Allegheny Health Network and LECOM Health.  That 

organization holds a minority equity interest or 

membership interest in Warren General Hospital.  

The City of Warren, Pennsylvania, is an 

estimated population of 9,000; the county, an 

estimated population of 40,000.  Warren County 

meets the Pennsylvania General Assembly's criteria 

to be considered a rural community which is fewer 

than 284 residents per square mile.  Although the 

population of Warren is declining, similar to many 

small communities across Pennsylvania, in my 

opinion, the economy is robust.  

Warren General Hospital employs over 600 

individuals, 450 full-time equivalents, and we are 

number 5 on the list of largest employers in Warren 

County.  

Personally, I've served in hospital 

leadership roles for over 34 years.  I began my 

journey -- recent journey and CEO of Warren County 

Hospital four years ago.  My vision for Warren 
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General was clear; to be an independent, community- 

focused hospital delivering world-class care 

through collaboration of staff, physicians and 

volunteers.  

Over the time I've been at Warren 

General, we have been awarded two times the top 100 

rural community hospital in 2017 and 2018.  We are 

making significant gains.  The rural community 

hospital management is very, very difficult but it 

can be successful.  We can continue to thrive as 

independent organizations.  

This morning I wish to describe and 

comment on the difficulty of recruiting physicians 

and other medical professionals to rural 

communities in Pennsylvania.  Rural community 

hospitals face an uphill battle to find qualified 

physicians and medical professionals, including 

nurses, therapists, respiratory therapists, who 

understand how to deliver care in a community or 

resource and community -- small community and 

resource-limited environment.  

Because of the absolute need and 

importance of sufficient number of physicians, I 

spend nearly 60 percent of my time on recruitment 

and retention of physicians and other medical 
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professionals.  

Why is it difficult to recruit 

physicians and medical professionals to rural and 

community hospitals?  I offer the following:  

    Supply.  We simply do not -- It does not 

appear that we have enough physicians and other 

professionals, RNs, medical technologists, 

pharmacists, nurses, to meet the demand.  This 

supply and demand issue is amplified as competition 

exists between recruiting to the generally more 

desirable city hospitals and the suburban or rural 

communities.  

Number 2.  Rural community economic 

conditions and population or cultural and cultural 

diversity.  Recruitment to a small and rural 

Pennsylvania community can be difficult as 

candidates are looking for sustainable and 

enjoyable lifestyles.  Spouses, partners often want 

to be gainfully employed, and certainly, the 

candidate family, spouse, partner want a lifestyle 

they're accustomed to.  

Culture and religious fit may not always 

be present in small and rural community hospitals 

across Pennsylvania.  And certainly as we recruit, 

we look for those individuals who enjoy an outdoor 
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lifestyle.  

Third, ability to practice in a resource 

limited hospital environment.  Physicians and other 

medical professionals must understand that high 

qualify care must be delivered regardless of 

resources.  Often the small and rural community 

hospital does not have access to medical 

specialists, including cardiologists, 

pulmonologists, neurologists, and other advanced/ 

critical care specialists.  Regardless, the 

physicians and medical professionals still must 

deliver high quality and service-oriented care.  

I see candidates who are highly skilled 

and understand that they will be asked to often 

work independent of immediate access to 

specialists.  Certainly, equipment is another 

factor in recruiting doctors and other medical 

professionals to our organizations.  We have 

limited amount of money to buy new and updated 

equipment.  

Finally, salary, benefits and working 

conditions.  Because of limited supply of 

candidates, recruitment to the small and rural 

hospitals across the State of Pennsylvania, we 

compete with those in the city or suburban 
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facilities recruiting the same doctors and medical 

professionals.  We must often offer the same or 

higher salary compensation and benefits.  

We sell the fact that our compensation 

is better, and that cost of living in rural and 

community hospitals across -- or communities across 

Pennsylvania is often lower; home costs, et cetera, 

being lower than in the city or the suburban areas.  

Working conditions may also come into 

play as younger candidates seek unique working 

hours and work life balance opportunities.  Again, 

due to the limited supply of candidates, we often 

engage at times in extended negotiations for 

competition add-ons, such as sign-on bonuses, 

relocation reimbursement, deferred income plans, 

student loan repayment, extended paid vacation and 

professional education reimbursement.  

How long does it take to recruit 

physicians and other medical professionals to rural 

community hospitals in Pennsylvania?  A long time.  

By way of background, it took me 24 months, two 

years, to recruit a medical oncologist to Warren, 

Pennsylvania.  I interviewed over 18 candidates; 

personally brought six of those candidates and 

their families to visit the community.  
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During those 24 months, having a very 

significant cancer center on our campus and a very 

outstanding cancer center, I needed to have backup 

for that physician opening.  So therefore, I had to 

get a temporary doctor, or Locums, as we know them.  

That cost exceeded $500,000 for that time frame.  

It took me 12 months, one year, to 

recruit a pediatrician to Warren County.  Many said 

I couldn't do it, but we brought that doctor in.  

The extended cost for temporary coverage, over 

$200,000.  

It took me one year to recruit an OB-GYN 

to Warren County.  It took me six months to recruit 

a psychiatrist, and I consider myself lucky 

because, in many towns and many cities across the 

State of Pennsylvania, finding a psychiatrist is 

extraordinarily difficult.  

Finally near and dear is, it often takes 

90 to sometimes 120 days to get my candidates 

securing a Pennsylvania license to practice 

medicine, or a license to practice medicine in 

Pennsylvania.  In a minute I'll offer some 

suggestions.  

What can be done legislatively to 

address rural hospital recruitment of physicians 
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and other medical professionals?  I  offer the 

following:  

Pennsylvania rural and hospital 

physician and medical professional recruitment 

grants.  Perhaps grants to offset specific -- or 

specified recruitment fees and cost of my temporary 

or locum physicians.  These grants may be based on 

recruitment of mission critical doctors, those 

absolutely needed to serve the community.  

Grants to offset compensation add-ons 

such as student loan, relocation fees and 

professional education.  Student loan repayment 

alternatives can be very effective recruitment 

approach especially when they're tied to length of 

service.  

An expedited process to secure a 

Pennsylvania license to practice medicine and 

surgery in the Commonwealth.  Perhaps create an 

expedited pathway, 30 or 60 days, for clean 

candidates attempting to secure a license.  

    Relocation grants for medical 

professionals interested in the Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania.  Some type of grant, say 5 or $10,000 

a year, in return for X years of service.  

Grants to support medical student or 
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medical professional clinical rotations, 

pre-residency in the case of physicians.  Through 

our partnership with LECOM Health, Lake Erie 

College of Osteopathic Medicine, we'll soon begin 

to host medical and pharmacy students year-round at 

our hospital.  To be specific, on the medical side 

it is the third and fourth year medical students, 

not a residency, but their final two years of 

education.  Same would occur with our pharmacists, 

or the LECOM pharmacists.  This obviously takes 

significant time, effort and money from the 

hospital.  I would certainly entertain a grant to 

allow us to handle more students.  

What does this do?  It brings those 

students into our organization, into our community 

for an extended period of time.  It gives us the 

opportunity to recruit them and to have their 

lifestyle be engaged within our community so we 

potentially down the road, post-residency, and can 

bring them back to the community.  

And finally, special assistance either 

legal or other in terms of grants to help us 

recruit J-1 and H1B Visa candidates.  There are 

many well-qualified foreign candidates, medical 

professionals seeking U.S. citizenship and work 
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within the Commonwealth.  Of course, we welcome all 

qualified and community-engaged professionals.  

This, however, the J-1 and H1B Visa 

approach and procedure takes a lot of time and a 

lot of money.  Support regarding this additional 

cost would help.  

Finally, and related to the recruitment 

cost and temporary staff, I offer legislation 

regarding telemedicine be developed and passed 

ASAP.  I'm specifically referring to legislation 

aimed at billing and collection payment for 

telemedicine consults.  This is critical as 

telemedicine is evolving as an alternative to 

expensive, often non-existent coverage and 

recruitment.  

I'm also asking that, perhaps, grants be 

made available to Pennsylvania small and rural 

hospitals to develop, purchase, install and operate 

the telemedicine platforms.  

Thank you very much.  

MAJORITY CHAIRWOMAN RAPP:  Thank you, 

Mr. Allen.  I truly appreciate your perspective 

from a hospital in rural Pennsylvania.  I know all 

of our hospitals face challenges.  But I believe 

being from rural Pennsylvania, that rural 
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Pennsylvania faces very unique challenges in 

providing care for our citizens.  

I truly appreciate you traveling here 

today.  I apologize that we do not have time for 

questions.  

Anybody have any comments?  I don't want 

to take a lot of time, but I know that Mr. Allen 

traveled four hours to be here.  No other 

testifiers that are not -- I don't know if you can 

stay until the end of time.  If we have time for 

questions, we certainly will come back --  

MR. ALLEN:  Good.

MAJORITY CHAIRWOMAN RAPP:  -- have a 

question time.

MR. ALLEN:  I did some written comments, 

so you may distribute those to the committee 

members and be glad to answer any questions.  Thank 

you.  

MAJORITY CHAIRWOMAN RAPP:  And I will 

tell you that a lot of the issues you have 

addressed just like with Oral Health, they all have 

been topics of discussion with members of the 

House, and not just the Health Committee, but 

across the board.  

So, I truly thank you for being here 
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today.  

MR. ALLEN:  My pleasure.  Thank you.  

MAJORITY CHAIRWOMAN RAPP:  Our next 

testifier is Danae Powers who is the president of 

the Pennsylvania Medical Society.  Welcome, Danae.  

When you are situated, please proceed.  

MS. POWERS:  Okay.  Thank you.  Thank 

you for holding these hearings.  

Good morning, and I'm gonna try to keep 

my statements brief because I understand we're 

under a time crunch.  

I'm Danae Powers, President of the 

Pennsylvania Medical Society, and I'm here to share 

with you some insights as you explore this very 

important issue of workforce development.  As you 

may already be aware, the pathway to becoming a 

physician is arduous.  At a minimum, students 

wishing to become physicians spend around 11 years 

in college, medical school and residency training 

programs preparing to independently diagnose and 

treat disease.  And as I have told some students 

who have come to me, remember, you graduate from 

high school, it's the same amount of time it took 

you to go from kindergarten to graduating from high 

school, and you're not going to get weekends and 
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summers off.  

And for some specialties, like pediatric 

neurosurgery, interventional cardiology or 

cardiothoracic surgery, the commitment can be as 

long as 17 years.  Our brightest students here in 

Pennsylvania are fortunate to be able to do much, 

if not all, of their medical education and training 

right here in Pennsylvania at some of the finest 

medical institutions in the world.  In fact, 

students from around the world come to Pennsylvania 

for that expressed purpose and training.  What 

doesn't make sense is why we lose so many of these 

young physicians to other states around the 

country.  

Unfortunately, there isn't an easy 

answer to that question.  However, I hope you'll 

indulge me as I share with you a few of my thoughts 

as to how we could make practicing medicine in our 

state more attractive to young physicians and more 

tolerable for those currently providing care across 

the Commonwealth.  

I believe the single most important 

thing that you, as legislators, can do to improve 

the physician workforce here in Pennsylvania is to 

recognize the factors that lead to something we 
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call physician burnout and work with us to resolve 

them, or at the very least, lessen their impact.  

The term physician burnout is a buzz 

word.  It's relatively new.  Today it's discussed 

daily among physicians.  Burnout in its attributing 

components has unfortunately become part of the 

vernacular as practicing physicians.  Some of the 

factors that we talk about that contribute to it 

include increasing bureaucratic tasks and 

regulations, time constraints, often seemly endless 

battles with health insurers on behalf of our 

patients, and restrictive contracts.  And I just 

want to say that the single biggest complaint I 

hear in confidence from employee physicians is 

their contracting issues, the fact that they -- if 

they're not happy, they basically have to move and 

sometime leave the state.  

Heightened scrutiny of physician 

practices, especially related to opioid 

prescribing, has prompted an increasing number of 

my colleagues to change practice models, which 

could compromise individual patient care.  And, of 

course, the soaring cost of medical education and 

trying to tackle student debt, we have many young 

physicians who have debt in the order of $300,000.  
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That's another stressor to add to the mix.  

Given these factors, along with work 

weeks that typically reach 60 hours or more, it's 

no wonder physicians are frustrated.  When I began 

medical school, the only physicians that I ever 

recall retiring were surgeons who were no longer 

able to endure long hours in the O.R.  They would 

retire in their 60s.  Other physicians routinely 

worked well into their 70s, if not longer, and 

these doctors were some of the best teachers you 

could have.  They knew things from 40 and 50 years 

of practice that were just gems and diamonds of 

information.  

Today, as a result of physician burnout, 

we are seeing physicians who retire in their early 

50s, and I've talked to physicians in their 40s who 

are telling me that what they're planning to do is 

figure out how they can either retire or transition 

to something else using their medical degrees.  

Another alarming trend is the rate of 

physician suicide.  Studies have shown that 

physicians face higher rates of suicide than any 

other profession.  The American Medical Association 

is expected to release a report on this topic at 

their annual meeting in June.  
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If you have accessed the health care 

system in the last few years, you've surely had the 

following experience:  You've noticed your 

physician spending a lot of time at a computer 

terminal typing notes and clicking buttons, 

probably not even looking at you as you discuss 

your health concerns.  While the importance of 

accurately documenting a physician's (sic) medical 

history should never diminish, the use of 

technology, that has been coupled with excessive 

government regulation, has diverted a physician's 

attention away from patient care and onto a 

computer screen.  

I can tell you, many doctors are in 

medicine because they want this human interaction.  

It's what runs our motors.  It's what fulfills 

them.  It's why they did this in the first place 

for 10 to 17 years.  

Physicians seem to be losing the 

opportunity to hold a patient's hand and comfort 

them, as together they discuss a diagnosis, a 

treatment plan, or a long-term prognosis, a ritual 

that's at the very heart of our physician-patient 

relationship.  I would encourage each of you to 

watch Abraham Verghese's TED Talk called "A 
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Doctor's Touch".  He is a physician who practices 

and teaches at Stanford.  It's a fascinating 

17-minute documentary that talks about what it 

means to be a doctor and the human fact of laying 

hands on another individual and the bond it creates 

and how it's being lost.  

Every time we enter an exam room we are 

faced with two challenges.  The first, and most 

important, is to help the patient.  That's often 

the easiest part of our encounter and the one that 

gives physicians their satisfaction.  

The second challenge is more daunting.  

It's often doing battle with health insurers.  

We have to ask, will the insurer allow 

me, who's examining the patient, to order a test, 

procedure, or treatment protocol that is in the 

best interest of my patient?  Or will my clinical 

judgment be questioned by the insurer's third-party 

reviewer, who's not a doctor.  

Will the insurer force my patient to use 

a less effective treatment or medication?  And 

think about that in the context of cancer.  I have 

oncologists who tell me that they have to start a 

patient on a drug that they know probably won't 

have as good a chance of saving their life before 
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they can transition to a drug that has a better 

chance.  I mean, can you imagine the trauma of 

having to do that as an oncologist?  

When a neurosurgeon, for example, 

requests a peer-to-peer consultation with an 

insurer because the approval for a laminectomy and 

spinal fusion was declined, will the peer that the 

neurosurgeon is talking to be another actively 

practicing neurosurgeon or a retired pediatrician?  

While many of the laws and regulations 

governing medical practice are well-intentioned, 

they can and do negatively impact patient care.  As 

for health insurers, I believe their role in the 

health care space has evolved far beyond the 

intended purpose of ensuring against the risk of 

incurring medical expenses.  

Indeed, health insurers routinely 

dictate everything we do from what we have to have 

in our exam rooms to how we treat our patients 

through either the approval or denial of clinically 

appropriate treatments, procedures or medications.  

When policymakers want to attract new 

businesses to their state, they offer incentives 

such as tax abatements and other financial 

enticements.  They tout the state's infrastructure 
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and the quality of its workforce.  They boast about 

their state's natural resources and leisure 

opportunities.  Look at what just recently 

transpired with Amazon's announcement of a second 

headquarters.  Governors across the county 

scrambled to offer Amazon the best deal.  

We have 10 medical schools here in 

Pennsylvania.  I would submit that we educate and 

train more physicians than any other state in our 

country.  Our hospitals are world class, attracting 

patients from around the globe.  

I encourage you to capitalize on the 

medical infrastructure that exists here in 

Pennsylvania.  

I encourage you to take a deep dive into 

what happens behind the scenes in physician 

offices, hospitals, and operating rooms before 

passing legislation governing the same.  

We will work with you to explain the 

details of any questions that might come up to 

really help you understand what is going on.  

I encourage you to support legislative 

proposals that seek to return clinical autonomy to 

physicians so that we can do what's right for 

patients; not what's in the best interest of 
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insurers.  

And lastly, I encourage you to spend 

time with your local physician constituents to 

better understand some of the barriers that make 

practicing medicine difficult.  Of course, these 

same encounters will help us better understand your 

challenges.  

Pennsylvania's physicians, your 

constituents, do some amazing things in the field 

of medicine.  We should be an incubator of 

advancements in medical technology, cutting-edge 

procedures, and new and exciting medications.  

While enhancing workforce development in the 

medical arena may seem daunting, the Pennsylvania 

Medical Society is more than happy to work hand in 

hand with you to effect positive changes.  

Thank you for your time.  

MAJORITY CHAIRWOMAN RAPP:  Absolutely.  

Thank you for your testimony.  Representative 

Frankel has a question for you.  

MINORITY CHAIRMAN FRANKEL:  Thank you.  

First of all, thanks, Doctor Powers, for 

being here, and very compelling challenges for your 

profession and health care across the state.  

Can you do me a favor and just flesh out 
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for us, because I hear about the restrictive 

covenants in southwestern Pennsylvania from my 

docs.  But, I think if you could explain.  

MS. POWERS:  Yes.  It's something that 

physicians are being given contracts that say if 

they leave for any reason, they can't practice 

within a certain number of miles, often as anything 

that is related to the entity that employed them.  

And because of the dynamic changes in the 

marketplace that are happening in Pennsylvania 

right now, doctors tell me in private -- They 

cannot say this openly because they're afraid of 

being fired.  But they will tell me in private, I 

have a concern about something.  I'm worried about 

this.  I'm worried about that.  I can't say 

anything because I will not be allowed to stay in 

town, take care of my patients.  I will have to 

move.  

I think that that is something that, we 

are losing doctors because of that.  I personally 

know physicians who have left the state because 

they couldn't -- they weren't free to stay and 

practice in another area or even in the same 

geographic area.  They had to relocate because they 

had a contract that said, if you don't work for us, 
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you don't work.  

MINORITY CHAIRMAN FRANKEL:  Then as we 

have all this consolidation taking place in these 

health care systems -- 

MS. POWERS:  We have health care systems 

that are geographically headquartered in the one 

place and have a reach throughout the entire state, 

and it's become very difficult.  And doctors don't 

have the market clout that these organizations 

have.  They have to sign the contract.  So, it's a 

problem and it's a problem for our workforce.  I 

think there's a lot of docs who want to stay in 

Pennsylvania that can't because of issues like 

that.  

MINORITY CHAIRMAN FRANKEL:  Thank you.  

MAJORITY CHAIRWOMAN RAPP:  I do have a 

question as well.  And I do think some of the 

issues that we're looking at today, and the reason 

that we're looking at rural versus urban, suburban, 

is that where you're located can really have a big 

impact and where you are and where you stand on 

some of these issues.  

But something that you testified to -- 

By the way, I did like your medical infrastructure 

statement.  But, when you talked about we have 10 
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medical schools here in Pennsylvania, how many 

people do you believe are leaving the state who 

have been educated here in Pennsylvania who 

actually move out of state?  

MS. POWERS:  I don't have the exact 

numbers.  But if you're asking about stay and 

practice in Pennsylvania it would be, I believe, 

over 50 percent.  We can get back to you with the 

direct numbers.  But, we are in competition with 

other states that have some things that they find 

more attractive and they relocate.  

MAJORITY CHAIRWOMAN RAPP:  Thank you so 

much for your testimony.  I truly appreciate you 

being here today.

MS. POWERS:  Thank you.  

MAJORITY CHAIRWOMAN RAPP:  Our next 

testifier is Jeremy Bonfini, who is the CEO of 

Allegheny County Medical Society.  And also, Doctor 

Keith, I'm sorry if I mispronounce your name, 

Canal (phonetic)?  

MR. KANEL:  Kanel.

MAJORITY CHAIRWOMAN RAPP:  And Doctor 

Douglas Clow (phonetic)?

MR. CLOUGH:  Clough.

MAJORITY CHAIRWOMAN RAPP:  Clough, 
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sorry.  You may proceed.  

MR. BONFINI:  Chairpersons Rapp, 

Frankel, and honorable members of the committee:  

Thank you for the opportunity to speak with you 

today about the critical issue of restrictive 

covenants, and the impact that they have on the 

patients, physicians and the health care system in 

Pennsylvania.  

I am Jeremy Bonfini, the Chief Executive 

Officer of the Allegheny County Medical Society.  

And our organization is united with many others to 

oppose the use of restrictive covenants, or 

non-compete clauses in physician contracts.  Since 

2008, it's been the policy of the Pennsylvania 

Medical Society to seek legislation to do away with 

restrictive covenants.  This policy was reaffirmed 

by the House of Delegates in 2017.  

Across Pennsylvania, physicians are 

increasingly opting for employment versus 

independent practice.  Major economic factors have 

contributed to this trend.  Employment offers the 

allure of relief from crushing student debt without 

taking on even more debt for a young physician to 

start a medical practice.  Older, established 

independent physicians may transition to employment 
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due to the ongoing burden of heavy government 

regulation and ever declining reimbursement from 

highly profitable third-party payers.  

Restrictive covenants that control where 

and how physicians deliver care violate the 

professional rights of physicians, and potentially 

restrain them from effectively treating their 

patients.  The threat of termination from a 

hospital medical staff, where a restrictive 

covenant exists, may prevent physicians from 

advocating for their patients if hospital 

management opposes such advocacy.  

We believe that far-reaching restrictive 

covenants do not serve a legitimate business 

interest for the hospital or the employer.  A 

restrictive covenant that provides upon termination 

of an employment contract, that a physician may not 

practice in a defined geographical location for a 

period which could last up to two years.  With a 

growing consolidation of health care delivery 

organizations in Pennsylvania, restrictive 

covenants have a breathtakingly broad geographic 

reach.  

Instead of restricting a physician from 

leaving a private practice and opening a new 
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practice just a few minutes away, the abusive, 

restricted covenants that we see more frequently 

now exclude a physician from being employed in an 

entire region, states, and may even prohibit that 

physician from working outside of the United 

States.  

If an employer terminates a physician's 

contract, the impact upon patients can be 

tremendous.  Upon enforcing a restrictive covenant 

for just one physician, we now have hundreds of 

patients, some of whom are our most vulnerable, 

forced to cope with losing the physician who has 

cared for them for decades.  The physician who now 

must abandon the patient that she has dedicated her 

career to care for, must also sell her home and 

move her family if she wants to continue practicing 

in the medical profession.  

The process of finding a new position 

and relocating could easily take six months.  This 

constant threat hangs over the heads of our 

physicians and has contributed to record burnout 

and suicide rates that are twice the national 

average of any other profession.  

I'd like to share with the committee a 

very real case provided by the American College of 
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Surgeons that highlights the patient impact of 

restrictive covenants.  

This story comes from a large Midwestern 

community within a state that had only five active, 

board certified colorectal surgeons.  In court 

proceedings, a major national insurance company 

testified that a lone colorectal surgeon would be 

unable to serve the needs of this population.  

The testimony indicated that the 

covenant's restrictions would leave the area with 

one colorectal surgeon for 700,000 patients.  This 

is a ratio that was characterized as dangerous.  

Seriously-ill patients would be forced to wait two 

to three to four weeks for surgery.  This delay is 

considered unacceptable if the patient has 

colorectal cancer, rectal bleeding or other acute 

colorectal disease.  

The court also heard testimony that 

patients who need colorectal surgeries that were 

instead performed by general surgeons have higher 

death rates than those patients whose procedures 

were performed by colorectal surgeons.  

Notably, restrictive covenants are 

prohibited amongst lawyers in the United States.  

In 1969, the American Bar Association adopted a 
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professional code of conduct that included a 

disciplinary rule prohibiting restrictive covenants 

between attorneys using the logic that restrictive 

covenants interfered with a client's freedom to 

choose a lawyer.  

In striking down a restrictive covenant 

against a physician, the Tennessee Supreme Court 

stated that there was no practical difference 

between the practice of law and the practice of 

medicine, and further determined that a patient's 

right to choose a physician is fundamental and 

cannot be denied by a restrictive covenant.  It was 

also found that increased competition improves the 

quality of medical care and keeps costs affordable.  

According to the late Peter Sfikas, a 

thought-leader on this topic and an adjunct 

professor at Loyola University, the freedom of a 

patient to select a physician, the right to 

continue an ongoing relationship with a physician 

and the benefits derived from having an increased 

number of physicians practicing in a community all 

outweigh the business interest of an employer.  

Employers sometimes argue that since 

they expend considerable funds to educate or 

recruit physicians, restrictive covenants protect 
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their investment.  However, physicians receive 

their education during medical school and 

residency.  This significant investment is paid for 

by the student and subsidized by the federal 

government's support for medical education.  

Furthermore, medical education is also 

subsidized by Medicare and Medicaid payments to 

those same hospitals.  Those same hospitals use 

restrictive covenants to force physicians to leave 

the area, depriving the community of vital assets 

that are paid for by taxpayer dollars.  If an 

employer expended funds to recruit a physician, a 

contract may reasonably require the physician to 

repay those funds.  

Many physicians assume that employers 

use restrictive covenants to prevent competition.  

However, preventing competition is only a 

reasonable business interest on a limited and 

reasonable basis.  Preventing competition is 

particularly questionable for nonprofit health care 

organizations as it is incongruent with the 

accepted mission of nonprofits, which is to provide 

a public good for our community.  

We believe that physician healers belong 

to the community; not to hospitals.  Truly 
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legitimate business interests supporting the use of 

restrictive covenant include the protection of 

trade secrets, referral sources and confidential 

information.  Physicians almost never possess trade 

secrets and rarely disrupt referral patterns upon 

changing employer.  

Additionally, confidentiality laws and 

nondisclosure agreements can and do prevent 

physicians from divulging confidential information 

owned by the employer.  

Several states have laws specifically 

abandoning restrictive covenants and physician 

contracts, and some states have near absolute bans.  

Courts in the remaining states, like Pennsylvania, 

have used the rule of reason to decide whether to 

uphold restrictive covenants.  Under the rule of 

reasons, courts balance the interest, the public 

interest against the party's freedom to contract.  

However, it cannot be overemphasized 

that the mere threat of legal action by an employer 

is typically more than enough to deter a physician 

from seeking relief from a restrictive covenant in 

the courts.  Should a physician decide to dedicate 

significant time and financial resources to defend 

against an onslaught of legal actions, the courts 
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may strike down the restrictive covenant for 

reasons such as creation of a monopoly, illegal 

restraint of trade, and a general violation of the 

public interest.  

Nevertheless, the daunting challenge a 

lone physician faces in going up against a 

multimillion or multibillion-dollar health care 

organization is usually enough to ensure 

restrictive covenant enforcement even if it comes 

at a tremendous impact to our communities, our 

patients and our physicians.  

To summarize our position, the Allegheny 

County Medical Society condemns the use of 

restrictive covenants in physician contracts.  We 

believe that physician restrictive covenants are 

broadly inapplicable and unconscionable in the 

massively consolidated health care industry in 

Pennsylvania.  

I wish to credit the American Academy of 

Emergency Medicine, the American College of 

Surgeons who provided content for my testimony 

today.  I also wish to acknowledge my esteemed 

physician leaders, Doctor Keith Kanel and Doctor 

Douglas Clough who represent the UCMS Board of 

Directors, and they have joined me today to address 
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the committee's questions.  

We appreciate the opportunity to provide 

this testimony to this committee, and we're pleased 

to use the remaining of our time for interactive 

discussion.  

MAJORITY CHAIRWOMAN RAPP:  

Representative Frankel, did you have questions?  

MINORITY CHAIRMAN FRANKEL:  Yes.  Thank 

you.  

Thank you for being with us today and 

coming from my home area.  

You talked about these restrictive 

covenants.  It's a focal point of your testimony.  

Can you talk about, like, what kind of reasons 

would a physician's contract not be renewed by a 

health care system?  Do you have some examples of 

those types of issues?  

DOCTOR CLOUGH:  I'm Doug Clough.  I'm in 

private practice, but I work out of all systems.  

It's very difficult to get a good handle 

on the physician contracts because they're not 

allowed to tell us or show us.  But I have a lot of 

colleagues that tell me, including this last week 

when I was talking to them while making hospital 

rounds, Pennsylvania's a -- a -- I think a will -- 
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You can -- You can discontinue a contract at will.  

It's an at-will state.  So they're faced with 

having contracts where they can be terminated at 

will.  If they don't meet certain criterias as far 

as the number of patients they're seeing, they can 

be terminated.  

I know a number of doctors who have 

gotten older and the contracts weren't renewed.  

Along with the contracts, there is this restrictive 

covenant that's in place, which, in western 

Pennsylvania and other areas makes it virtually 

impossible for the physician to find employment 

elsewhere.  If you're 50, have children in high 

school or you're established in a community, you 

know people, and you're in western Pennsylvania and 

you're employed by one health system versus 

another, it virtually excludes the rest of the 

state, because the restrictive covenants, to my 

understanding, are 10 miles away from any facility.  

So, conceivably, if you have a facility 

that's got an oncology service on it or something 

like that, you might have to -- you have to leave 

the state.  I've known a number of doctors that 

have gone and spent two years in upstate New York.  

Others that have spent two years in Wheeling and 
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Morgantown.  

It's -- You can -- The contracts are 

such that you can be terminated at will, I believe.  

You can be terminated if you don't meet certain 

markers as far as your productivity, and you can be 

terminated if -- for some reason they don't want to 

have you as part of their team anymore.  

MINORITY CHAIRMAN FRANKEL:  Thank you.  

I would just say, I -- Or Mr. Bonfini's testimony 

talked about, you know, these are nonprofits, 

purely public charities.  I've spent a career -- my 

other carrier as an insurance broker, and my 

employer made me sign a non-compete agreement, 

which is equivalent to a restrictive covenant.  But 

that's a private business for profit.  

The fact that these nonprofits impose 

these sorts of restrictive covenants, non-compete 

agreements that are so punitive, I think something 

we really need to take a look at.  It just doesn't 

make any sense.  It's not fair, and it doesn't 

enhance access for patients down the road.  It 

really is problematic.  

So I'm glad you and the Pennsylvania 

Medical Society have shown a light on this today.  

I think it's something we need to address.  Thank 
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you.  

MAJORITY CHAIRWOMAN RAPP:  Thank you, 

Representative Frankel.  

I appreciate your testimony.  I know 

that being from Allegheny County, you have a much 

different perspective than what we may have in 

rural Pennsylvania where we have one hospital for 

an entire county, and I think the dynamics are very 

much different.  

I appreciate my colleague and his 

perspective, but I know that in rural Pennsylvania 

our hospitals definitely are in many ways the hub 

of our medical providers, and they do provide so 

much more than just medical care in our 

communities.  But I definitely appreciate both the 

rural perspective and the urban perspective of the 

medical profession.  

I thank you for your testimony.  I think 

this is something that we will be looking at down 

the road, definitely.  But I thank you for being 

here today.  Again, I'm sure we'll be looking at 

this subject down the road.  Thank you.  Thank you, 

gentlemen.  

Our next testifier this morning, and I 

know I'm not going to pronounce your name right, 
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either, is it Tammy Dunmyre?  

MS. DUNMYRE:  Yes.  

MAJORITY CHAIRWOMAN RAPP:  Tammy 

Dunmyre, you are the Quality Assurance Compliance 

Director from Grane Healthcare, and you may proceed 

as soon as you're ready.  

MS. DUNMYRE:  Thank you.  Good morning, 

and thank you Chairwoman Rapp, Chairman Frankel, 

and members of the House Health Committee for the 

opportunity to come before you to testify on the 

challenges associated with recruiting and retaining 

a skilled workforce in Pennsylvania's long-term 

care sector.  

My name is Tammy Dunymre, and I am the 

Quality Assurance Compliance Director for Grane 

Healthcare, a long-term care company that operates 

skilled nursing and rehabilitation, memory care, 

hospice care, home health care, and personal care 

in Pennsylvania.  We are based in Pittsburgh and 

have 12 skilled nursing facilities, four assisted 

living facilities and one personal care home in the 

Commonwealth, and we employ more than 4,000 people 

across the state.  

Overall, there are nearly 700 skilled 

nursing facilities in Pennsylvania and more than 
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1,200 assisted living residences and personal care 

homes.  There are more than 88,000 nursing home 

residents and 66,000 assisted living and personal 

care residents, and the long-term care sector 

employees more than 83,000 people throughout the 

state.  

Let me give you some background of my 

career path.  I spent my entire professional 

nursing career in the long-term care sector.  I've 

been an RN supervisor, a nurse aide training 

program instructor, restorative nurse, staff 

development coordinator, assistant director of 

nursing, director of nursing, and a quality 

assurance nurse consultant.  I truly seen this 

sector from every angle.  

In all, I've spent 25 years in long-term 

care, 17 of those years have been with Grane 

Healthcare.  Unfortunately, someone with my 

decades-long career is the exception; not the rule.  

I want to tell you about some of the workforce 

practices that set Grane Healthcare apart and some 

of the innovative programs we've implemented to 

train and motivate our workforce.  

I'd also like to speak to the challenges 

that we and every provider of long-term care are 
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currently experiencing and how the members of this 

committee, the state legislature, and Governor Tom 

Wolf's Administration can help.  Please know this 

is not simply a Pennsylvania issue.  Challenges 

associated with workforce, especially in long-term 

care, are cropping up nationwide.  

First, there are standard staff 

retention and recruitment strategies that most, if 

not all, long-term care providers employ today, 

such as competitive wages or as competitive we can 

offer, sign-on and referral bonuses, advertising 

online and in newspapers, and holding staff 

appreciation events.  But times are changing.  

Those tried and true strategies can't keep up with 

the rising demands.  

For instance, we offer sign-on bonuses 

for nurse aides, but our bonuses don't come close 

to the amount the hospital can offer, and sign-on 

bonuses are paid in installments; not upfront.  

They're spread out over the course of a year, and 

in almost every case we don't even make it to the 

final installment.  Employees leave for other 

facilities or other businesses that quickly.  

So, we've had to think out of the box.  

We've had to differentiate ourselves from the 
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provider down the -- not just the provider down the 

street, but even the Walmart or the Sheetz or 

convenience store down the street, and offer or 

even create programs that may or may not already be 

available through the state.  

For instance, we offer a Nurse Aid 

Training Program, or NATP, a free, 135-hour nurse- 

aide training program in each of our 12 skilled 

nursing facilities.  This program is approved and 

monitored by the state Department of Education.  

    There are three programs or positions 

being utilized to enhance recruitment into our 

NATP, as well as bolster retention after 

graduation:  Resident assistants, a nurse aide 

on-boarding and mentoring program, and a nurse aide 

developer position.  

The resident assistant position is a 

noncertified position that was developed to 

accommodate people who need employment while 

attending an NATP.  Resident assistants assist with 

the indirect care of residents, as directed by a 

licensed nurse.  Duties include answering call 

bells, making beds, passing hydration and feeding.  

This position benefits the employee, but also adds 

value to overall quality of care.  
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Our nurse aide on-boarding and mentoring 

program is a structured program with set milestones 

that assures a new nurse aide is integrated and 

moving forward in their new role within the 

facility and its culture.  Newly-hired nurse aides 

are oriented to the facility's policies, procedures 

and practices.  They're also introduced to the 

facility's management team.  Trained mentors are 

assigned to each new hire to provide support and 

encouragement during the new hire's first 

six months of employment.  

The nurse aide developer position serves 

as mentor and coach to newly-hired graduate nurse 

aides and newly-hired nurse aides who are already 

certified.  They will also provide ongoing 

education, skilled development, and constructive 

feedback to all nurse aides regardless of length of 

employment.  This position is not responsible for 

hands-on resident care which would detract from its 

primary function.  

We're also creating an environment that 

encourages professional advancement and 

development.  Grane recently developed its Nurse 

Track Program, which is specific to our company and 

is currently being implemented in the Johnstown/ 
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Ebensburg area.  

The Nurse Track Program is designed for 

employees who wish to begin or continue their 

nursing education and better position themselves 

for carrier advancement opportunities.  The purpose 

of the program is to offer employees these career 

development opportunities and provide tuition 

assistance to help ease the costs associated with 

post-secondary education.  Tuition assistance is 

accrued in the form of tuition credit, and all 

employees accrue tuition credits at a rate of 

$2 per hour worked, including overtime beginning on 

their very first day of work.  

The eligible career paths for this 

program are certified nurse aide, or CNA, licensed 

practical nurse, or LPN, and registered nurse, or 

RN.  

Partnerships have also become extremely 

important, especially with local educational 

institutions.  In 2018, Cambria Care Center in 

Ebensburg, one of our skilled nursing facilities, 

partnered with the Greater Johnstown Career and 

Technology Center to provide a satellite location 

for their practical nursing program.  The Career 

and Technology Center utilizes classroom space, as 
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well as completes their geriatric clinical rotation 

within the campus of Cambria Care Center.  

Employees of Cambria Care Center can apply Nurse 

Track tuition credits toward their tuition.  

The first practical nursing class at 

Cambria Care Center campus began in fall of 2018, 

and they will soon graduate.  Another career and 

technology center care campus will open soon in our 

HarmarVillage Care Center, located in the 

Pittsburgh area, with the first class planned to 

begin this July.  Having these satellite locations 

within our skilled nursing facilities assists our 

employees in facilitating the pursuit of career 

advancement while continuing to earn an income, 

something most must do.  

Additionally, Cambria Care Center is 

currently partnering with the Penn State College of 

Nursing's Center for Geriatric Nursing Excellence 

in presentation of a pilot program to provide staff 

with educational seminars provided by professional 

nurse educators.  Topics include leadership 

development and a series of education focusing on 

the enhancement of nurse aide/caregiver skills.  

The hope is to roll this program out to all Grane 

facilities after the pilot program ends in April.  
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When I began my remarks, I mentioned 

that there are challenges and barriers standing in 

the way of recruiting and retaining a skilled 

workforce in long-term care.  I'd like to explore 

some of these challenges and how the members of 

this committee might be able to ease those burdens.  

For instance, there's a real lack of 

existing personnel with leadership and mentoring 

abilities that can recruit, train, mentor and 

retain new nurses.  There's an old saying in our 

sector, nurses eat their young.  New nurses come 

into facilities every day, but we don't have 

resources available to train our existing personnel 

to train and mentor our new nurses.  

Additionally, the facility Nurse Aide 

Training Programs can be terminated related to 

civil monetary penalties, or CMPs, assessed to our 

facilities.  Terminating training programs only 

puts the facility at higher risk for staffing 

shortages.  The current program waiver process is 

very difficult to navigate and is essentially 

useless.  

When a waiver is approved for a facility 

that has had their program terminated, this only 

enables the facility to bring in a nurse aide 
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program from an educational institution, which is 

very costly; around $1500 per student.  We have 

experienced this three times in the last few years.  

The Department of Education also will no 

longer waive the requirements allowing LPN and RN 

students to test out and obtain nurse aide 

certification after completing one semester of 

nursing school.  After one semester of training, RN 

and LPN students could take the nurse aide 

certification exam without having to complete a 

full Nurse Aide Training Program.  This was 

beneficial for them to gain direct experience in 

their chosen health care field while completing 

their education.  Now they must complete the 

four-to-five-week nurse aide training program prior 

to taking the nurse aide certification exam.  We 

hired many nurses with this test-out option, but 

it's no longer allowed by the state Department of 

Education.  We're not sure why.  

Staff transportation and child care 

issues will always be challenges for this sector.  

Many nurses are single mothers.  Can the state 

offer tax breaks or tax credits for nurses with 

children; or, perhaps the state can allow some 

flexibility in job-training dollars to support 
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services like child care and transportation?  

There's also an overwhelming competition 

between nursing facilities and nurse staffing 

agencies.  We lose dozens of nurses to staffing 

agents because their wage rates are so dramatically 

higher.  Grane Healthcare pays an LPN, for 

instance, $25 an hour.  An agency charges Grane 

Healthcare $47 an hour, and can pay the same LPN 

$36 an hour with a more friendly work schedule.  

    From 2008 to 2018, Grane did not use 

agencies.  We've now been forced to just maintain 

safe staffing levels.  

There's also a varying interpretation of 

Pennsylvania's Act 102, the Prohibition of 

Excessive Overtime in Health Care Act that was 

passed in 2008.  We have to spend many hours 

proving we have adequate staffing in our buildings.  

    When it comes to direct care workers, 

attendance can be difficult to manage.  There are 

call-offs.  There are illnesses.  There are issues 

with child care.  The state Department of Labor has 

fined our company for mandating workers in call-off 

situations, or asking someone who's already there 

to work for someone who just called off before 

their shift.  The Department of Labor has said that 
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we should be able to force these call-offs.  Yet, 

we have minimum staffing requirements we have to 

maintain for Department of Health regulations.  

I spoke about the Nurse Aide Training 

Program earlier.  In May 2018, we were informed by 

the Department of Education that all 240 nurse aide 

training and competency evaluation programs in the 

state are now responsible to bring class and 

student records to the department offices here in 

Harrisburg for review.  We've been told that for 

programs whose records are in good order and that 

have trained fewer than 150 individuals within a 

review period, the department makes every effort to 

complete the records review within one business 

day.  Still, that's staff time and expense to bring 

these volumes of records to Harrisburg because the 

department does not have sufficient staff to travel 

to us.  These are individual student records, so 

there's also privacy concerns and risks when these 

hard copies are transporting.  

We also understand the Department of 

State may be pushing to amend the licensed 

practical nurse education requirement, placing 

additional burdens on educational providers, like 

technical centers and community colleges.  This 
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would make it more difficult to recruit educators 

and, in turn, would limit access for potential 

students.  

We should be encouraging individuals to 

go into these high demand and family-sustaining 

occupations; not deterring them.  The practical 

nurse vocational programs we currently work with 

and recruit from are struggling to find the minimum 

number of students needed for any one class.  

And finally, the importance of adequate 

Medicaid reimbursement from the state cannot be 

stressed enough.  The vast majority, or 

approximately 72 percent, of residents in nursing 

homes statewide are on Medicaid.  Medicaid 

reimbursement from the state has simply not kept up 

with rising costs.  For the last five years, 

Governor Wolf has proposed flat funding for nursing 

homes in his budget.  

Last year, only a handful of nursing 

homes currently in Phase 3 of the Community 

HealthChoices program received a $6 million 

increase.  Those nursing homes in the Philadelphia 

and Pittsburgh region, where I'm from, received 

nothing.  Funding affects every facet of our 

business, especially the ability to offer 
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competitive wages and benefits to direct care 

workers.  A funding increase in this year's state 

budget would go a long way to retaining our current 

workforce.  

Again, I'd like to thank you for the 

opportunity to testify before the committee this 

morning, and I and the entire long-term care sector 

look forward to working with the members of this 

Committee, the General Assembly and the Wolf 

Administration to ensure our seniors are cared for 

by a strong and robust direct care workforce.  

MAJORITY CHAIRWOMAN RAPP:  Thank you, 

Tammy.  And I can tell you that, as legislators, we 

all receive visits from our nurses in our districts 

and, you know, a very loud voice.  And I appreciate 

your testimony.  

Representative Frankel, did you have 

anything?  

(No response).

MAJORITY CHAIRWOMAN RAPP:  Thank you so 

much --  

MS. DUNMYRE:  Thank you.  

MAJORITY CHAIRWOMAN RAPP:  -- for being 

here today. 

Our next presenter here this morning is 
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Steve Lindsey.  And Steve is the CEO, Garden Spot 

Communities.  Whenever you're ready, Steve.

MR. LINDSEY:  Good morning, Chairwoman 

Rapp, Chairman Frankel, members of the House Health 

Committee.  Thank you for the opportunity to speak 

with you this morning related to the challenges and 

the opportunities that face us as we think about 

workforce issues.  

My name is Steve Lindsey.  I'm the CEO 

of Garden Spot Communities, a senior living 

provider in New Holland, Lancaster County.  Garden 

Spot is a member of LeadingAge PA, which represents 

nearly 330 not-for-profit providers of senior 

housing, health care and community services all 

across the Commonwealth.  And I'm here this morning 

because we're all facing a looming crisis with 

significant workforce shortages as unemployment has 

reached historic lows.  

The Bureau of Labor Statistics, 

interestingly enough, reported last year that there 

are now more job openings in the country than there 

are people who are looking for work.  When we look 

at the demographic projections for the future 

years, we realize that's not an isolated 

occurrence.  It's not just a blip in the radar, but 
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rather it's the beginning of a much longer, much 

more significant trend.  

The GAO has estimated that by the year 

2030, there will be 35 million more jobs of any 

kind than people to fill them.  In our sector of 

long-term care, we currently have about 2 million 

long-term care nurses and aides currently.  But 

because of the changes in demographics and the 

dramatic increase in older adults, we're gonna need 

to triple that by the year 2050 to about 6 million 

long-term care nurses and aides.  And that doesn't 

even include the need for dietary workers, 

housekeepers, maintenance workers, and so forth and 

so on, in order to serve older adults.  

So we know that those persons who are 

looking for work have already found it.  And as a 

result, every organization that I know of is 

actively searching for a new labor pool from which 

to draw talent for the future.  And it's precisely 

that crisis that I believe brings us to a great 

opportunity, an opportunity to capitalize on this 

convergence of challenges to capitalize on the 

constraints that we currently face in order to 

develop a program that would have two key areas of 

impact.  
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The first one would be to help alleviate 

the staffing shortage that we've talked about, and 

that the previous speaker spoke very eloquently 

about, particularly in long-term care where we use 

a lot of entry-level employees.  

The second benefit of a program, such as 

what I hope to describe, is to provide an 

opportunity for people who are living in poverty to 

gain financial independence.  That's because the 

one labor pool that we know that still exists is 

that group of people who have been living in 

chronic poverty.  And that's the same group of 

people who find their survival in public assistance 

programs paid for with state and federal dollars.  

    Now, I know in the past there's been 

countless initiatives that have attempted to answer 

the question, how do we eradicate poverty?  And I 

would suggest today that, because of the current 

economic situation, because of where we're at in 

our society, that that might be the wrong question.  

That today we should not be asking how do we 

eradicate poverty, but rather, how do we create 

prosperity?  

So, I'm not here to ask for more 

financial resources because I'm not convinced we 
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have a resource problem.  What I am convinced of, 

however, is that we have an innovation problem.  

And part of that problem exists because we have 

never successfully addressed one of the greatest 

challenges that's faced by people in poverty.  And  

that's the idea that public benefits are safe, but 

work is risky.  

If you're living in poverty, the safest 

thing for you to do to provide for your family is 

to continue on with public benefits.  The scariest 

thing, the riskiest thing to do for your family is 

to step out into the workforce.  And there's two 

key issues that make that work -- that idea of 

moving into workforce risky.  Probably way more 

than that, but we'll only deal with two this 

morning.  

The first is related to the structural 

problems that we have created known as the public 

assistance benefits cliff.  You probably all heard 

about that before.  But the cliff effect occurs 

when families lose eligibility for public 

assistance benefits as their income rises and 

surpasses a certain threshold.  

In other words, sometimes a raise of as 

little as a dollar per hour can result in a loss of 
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hundreds of dollars per month in benefits, leaving 

some households, particularly those single mothers 

with young children, worse off despite having a 

bigger paycheck.  And what that does is, it creates 

an unintended cycle of dependence and actually 

provides a disincentive for people to enter the 

workforce or to fully engage in the workforce.  

But, I think we also have to recognize 

this morning that the cliff is not the only 

obstacle that many face as they seek to create a 

path into prosperity.  Many people who've 

experienced multi-generational poverty just simply 

lack the skills.  They lack the support.  They lack 

the mindset to be successful in a workplace as 

demanding as health care is.  

And, as a result, any plan that we would 

propose today needs to take a more wholistic 

approach, that, not only tackles those structural 

disincentives, but also provides the resources and 

the coaching necessary to help individuals build 

the skills, build the support systems that will 

help them to be successful in the workplace.  

In light of all of that, I would 

encourage the Committee to think about, to consider 

the development of a public/private partnership 
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that would provide individuals who are entering 

into those entry-level positions in health care to 

have a path towards financial independence.  I 

think a plan such as this, a partnership such as 

this could include several key points.  

The first point is that we would need to 

develop some type of a demonstration program, a 

waiver program, a pilot project, call it what you 

will.  But we need to develop a program that would 

allow people who are currently on public 

assistance, entering into those health care -- 

entry-level health care positions to experience a 

gradual reduction in the public assistance benefits 

that they currently get as their wages grow.  That 

gradual stepdown in benefits would allow people to 

grow their wages without being negatively impacted 

by the effects of the cliff.  

Second point, a work incentive of 

six months would be needed in order to extend the 

benefits that people are receiving as they move 

into those entry-level positions.  This would allow 

people to be free from the anxiety of having to 

take that risk of entering into a job situation 

that's not guaranteed to be successful.  Because 

what happens right now, if somebody enters into the 
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workplace and it's not successful and it doesn't 

work out for some reason, they need to go back, 

reapply for their benefits; and, oftentimes, 

there's waiting periods that they need to work 

through in order to have those benefits initiate 

themselves again.  So, this would just provide a 

safety net.  It would provide a little bit of 

security knowing that they can move forward without 

having that risk.  

Point number 3.  Career paths, as were 

already discussed, need to be established that give 

people assistance with their educational benefits 

as they demonstrate success in the workplace.  When 

we find people who come into health care, who 

discover their passion, who discover their heart, 

who demonstrates success, we want to give them an 

opportunity to move out of those low-wage positions 

and move into more sustainable roles within the 

organization and within our field.  So that 

education component is really critical, but that's 

not the only education that I think is necessary.  

Point number 4.  Mandatory poverty 

awareness training would be required of all 

supervisors in the employer organizations in order 

to greatly increase the empathy that they have and 
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deepened the level of understanding that they have 

for the real world issues that people face as they 

move out of poverty and into the workplace.  

And then point number 5.  Mandatory 

classes would also need to be provided for those 

new employees who are emerging from poverty that 

would give them an understanding of the tools that 

they need to be successful in the workplace.  I 

think it's reasonable to assume in today's world 

that they would be paid by the employer for their 

time to attend those classes, and that their child 

care would be provided for that.  

Point number 6.  Success coaches would 

need to be provided.  I think this is probably one 

of the most important aspects of a program such as 

this.  Success coaches would be shared by the 

participating organizations or employers that are 

in close proximity to one another, allowing that 

success coach to move between the different 

employers and come alongside the employees who are 

there.  

The role of this person would enable 

them to support the employees' to provide 

(inaudible words) challenges that they face they 

move into the workplace.  It's critical that people 
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have that one-on-one attention to deal with life's 

challenges, life's issues as they seek success in 

the workplace.  And in the spirit of a 

public/private partnership, I believe that those 

success coaches can be employed at local social 

service organizations and, perhaps, a portion of 

their salaries could be paid by grants from the 

Commonwealth's reallocated funds, but employers 

would also share in the cost of those, realizing 

that they are helping to create success in their 

own workforce.  

And then the last point I think is also 

critical.  One of the challenges that people face 

as they're moving out of poverty into those 

entry-level positions is the unexpected crises that 

occur in their life.  For instance, if your car 

breaks down and you don't have the money to fix it, 

you can't get to work.  If you can't get to work, 

you lose your job.  If you lose your job, you end 

up back on public assistance.  So I would recommend 

that we provide employer-sponsored loan programs 

that would help employees avoid payday lenders.  

    We started this at Garden Spot 

Communities, and it's been incredibly successful.  

Those loan programs can either be established 
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through the Commonwealth or through local credit 

unions or banks, but it would give employees access 

to loans up to a thousand dollars, perhaps $1500 

that would help them through those emergency 

situations.  

The employees would automatically be 

eligible.  They would not have to go through a 

credit check, and the loans would be repaid through 

payroll deductions.  It would help them not only to 

deal with those crisis, not only to keep their job, 

but it would also help them to build their credit 

rating and achieve further success in the future.  

Look, I understand that these are 

complex issues.  I understand that there's no 

silver bullet.  But I honestly believe in the 

current economic reality, it's shining a spotlight 

on a situation that has been with us for many 

years, and that's the reality that public benefits 

are safe; work is risky.  We have an opportunity, 

if we're willing to do the hard work of finding 

innovative solutions, to connect the dots between 

the needs of employers in this current economy and 

the needs of people in poverty in order to create a 

win-win solution that's so hard to find in today's 

society.  
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So, thank you again for the opportunity 

to speak with you today.  I, along with my 

community of LeadingAge PA members look forward to 

working with you to find the innovative solutions 

to create a culture of wellness and prosperity for 

all Pennsylvanians.  

MAJORITY CHAIRWOMAN RAPP:  Thank you, 

Mr. Lindsey.  And I believe Representative Frankel, 

you have some comments, questions?  

MINORITY CHAIRMAN FRANKEL:  First of 

all, thank you for your testimony.  It really shed 

some light, I think for me, in terms of some of the 

challenges that we're facing and some of the 

solutions that you suggested that employee -- 

employer loan program, in particular, sounds like 

something -- it's a model I've seen in my community 

and other areas to help address employee challenges 

and momentary financial crises.  I know how 

difficult those can be to avoid the payday loaning 

cycle would be something -- And the benefits cliff 

as well is something we've dealt with.  But, thank 

you.  

I know we're coming to our conclusion 

here.  One of the things that -- And I want to 

thank our Chair, Representative Rapp, for having 
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this hearing.  I know we have testimony that has 

been given by the Hospital Association of 

Pennsylvania.  I hope that we have the opportunity 

to bring them here to have their perspective.  

Also, it would be helpful to me to be 

able to address some of the other issues that have 

been brought up here today to hear from the payer 

community; whether it's the Insurance Federation or 

some of the large health insurance payers to talk 

about some of the issues that have been presented 

to us in a variety of testimony today.  So, I hope 

we have that opportunity, Madam Chair.  

I thank you again to all the testifiers 

today.  

MAJORITY CHAIRWOMAN RAPP:  Thank you, 

Representative Frankel.  

My thanks also to all of the testifiers 

here today.  As Representative Frankel said, we do 

have testimony from the Hospital Association of 

Pennsylvania.  It is in our packet.  And this will 

probably be the first of many hearings, overviews, 

Representative Frankel.  We certainly appreciate 

all your input and members of the Committee.  My 

thanks again.  

We are in session at 11.  
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I want to thank all of you who came 

today, and we truly do appreciate your input, and 

we will take this into consideration as we look at 

legislation.  And we hope to be hearing from all of 

you in the near future.  Stay in contact with us.  

We appreciate your input.  So, thank you.  

Thank you, staff, for all of your help 

this morning. 

      *   *  *  *
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             C E R T I F I C A T E

     I, Karen J. Meister, Reporter, Notary 

Public, qualified in and for the County of York, 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, hereby certify that 

there came before me the deponent/witness, who was 

duly sworn by me to testify to the truth of his/her 

knowledge concerning the matters in controversy in 

this cause.

The questions and answers were recorded 

by me in stenotype, to the best of my ability, and 

subsequently reduced to computer printout under my 

supervision, and that this copy is a true and 

correct record of the same.

I further certify that I am not a 

relative or employee of counsel or the parties 

hereto.  This certification does not apply to any 

reproduction of the same by any means unless under 

my direct control and/or supervision.

Dated this 8th day of April, 2019.

 

     Karen J. Meister, Reporter                   
Notary Public


